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Tell Us How UC It: 
Thinking Critically through a 
Living Archive for Student Activism

Tamara Rhodes & Cristela Garcia-Spitz
UC San Diego Library
October 4, 2019

Allie Pai, “Reach,”Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive
https:/ / library.ucsd.edu/ tellushowucit / items/show/1953.

Description of “Reach”
The hands represent  the community of UCSD and the 
impressions I have of UCSD…There are hands reaching 
out  in a friendly, welcoming way; there are closed fists; 
there are hands pointing at  me, to exert  pressure or to 
accuse. The hands are full of color, showing the 
diversity of the people I have encountered. Their colors 
blend together.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cristela:As questions, conversations, and debates surrounding social justice come to the surface on college campuses around the country, what role do libraries play? This presentation will discuss a project called “Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive”.  At the heart of the project was the belief that in our capacity as providers of information, libraries can present a narrative in the hopes of informing their community, starting conversations, and inspiring student action. Tamara: Our project took root from the sentiments of students on our campus. Over 2 years, it has become an archival example for other groups on campus, it is gaining a reputation for being a space that captures a history of our campus, and it has grown into an example of how our library is making a commitment to the campus’s EDI initiatives. In thinking about this conference’s theme, we knew that the foundations of our project itself offered a critical perspective on how we document and archive student voices, but we also took this opportunity to think deeply through each moment of this project to identify why it has thrived within a space that is not only inherently oppressive and structurally unequal as an educational institution, but also more specifically so due to its history.  



Our Story: Project Overview

Living Archive Idea:

Rhodes, T. (2014). A living, breathing revolution:            
How libraries can use ‘living archives’ to support, engage, 
and document social movements. IFLA, 40(1),5-10

2010 2016

I 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In April 2016, right in the middle of the presidential campaign, as on other campuses, a number of Trump Chalkings appeared on the UCSD campus in multiple places, one of them near Raza Resource Centro, our Chicano campus community center.  As a response, the Black Graduate Student Association and the Graduate Student Association co-hosted a Race Relations Town Hall, which got us thinking about how we can support our community in this moment. It was not the first time the campus was hit with racial incidents. In 2010, there were escalating racist incidents surrounding a fraternity party designated the Compton Cookout, which made national news and prompted a federal investigation.Represented “Forgotten history” - nature of college campus within a few years students memory of campus events often fadesTamara had previously written about the Living Archive concept. The published paper references The New School and their Occupy Wall Street living archivePurpose: Use The New School format for the inclusion of past and historical narratives with present sentiment in the form of creative expression, and then capture up-to-the-minute feedback and commentary as a way for libraries to bridge formats to where all is collected and presented together to establish a particular narrative. Perfect for UCSD’s climate: forgotten history combined with current sentiment as a point of reflection and topic for discussion



Core Working Group • Job Title • Project Role
Cristela Garcia-Spitz • Digital Initiatives Librarian • Archives & Digital Infrastructure Advisor

Gayatri Singh • Reference & Information Services Coordinator • Liaison Advisor & Coordinator
Tamara Rhodes • Social Sciences Liaison • Project Manager & Designer 

Rachel Myers • Library Assistant • Researcher & Copyeditor 

Other collaborators: Liaison to campus community centers • Rights Analyst • Library IT Services 
• Special Collections & Archives • Campus activists & other community members

Photo by Sarah Bassiouni 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are here as two of the four members of the Tell Us How UC It project.Core working group: diverse backgrounds in different areas of the library, multi-generational, different skills and perspectivesThe development of the living archive required the expertise of and collaboration between multiple people and departments in the library and campus community.



Call for Submissions

● Library Blog
● Jotform + Dropbox

LIBRARY BLOG 
Blog Home Pagf 

Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive 
"In early Feb1"Uary 2010, members of a UC San Diego fraternity held an off-campus party mocking Black 

History Month. Later that same month at UC San Diego, a noose was disco,-ered in the Geisel Library at the 

university.• 

- Campus Climate Project Final Report, March 2014 

Most recently, on April 2016, "pro-Ttump and anti-Mexican graffiti was seen chalked across Library Walk, 

campus residential areas and outside the Raza Resource Centro. " 

- Triton News, April 9, 2016 

These reoccurring events affect ALL students, underrepresented or not, and demonstrate the need for a 

conversation about student experiences related to the campus climate at UC San Diego. 

These reoccu1·ring .--ents affect ALL students, underrepresented or not, and demonstrate the need for a 

con,·ersation about student e,periences related to the campus climate at UC San Diego. 

The UC San Diego Library is creating a "li,'ing archi,-." as an alternati,·e war to highlight awareness, pro,'ide 

a 5Pace for dialogue, presen-e and document the 8\-en ts related to UC San Diego history. 

A li,'ing arcbi,-. is a collection of materials presented in a "·ay that allo"'S for the expression , eshibition, 

documentation, and presen-.tiou of a sentiment or mo,-.11,ent in a particular community. This type of 

"archi,i.ng" is li,ing because it is constantly updated ,,ith the current climate and consists of all manner of 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initial call for submissions in 2016 on Library’s blog, and used jotform/dropbox for submissions“Pilot project” really experiment and “jumping in!”Locally developed DAMS and Digital Collections website with formal project proposal process; this project doesn’t fit into this model; couldn’t even fill out the forms because didn’t know types of submission, number of submissions, etc.Had to plan and think more about how to carry out the projectSet the parameters – highlighted two specific events, and careful about the wording, defined living archive, and highlighted that we were looking for submissions from ALL students.  We were hoping to get a range of students perspectives, not just from minority groups, fringe communities, or extreme perspectivesWhen doing these types of projects, need to think about framing, e.g. “student experiences related to campus climate” not racial incidents on campus, so not to already framing type of responseWe did have some requirements – we wanted to focus on current students, original works, and abide by the University’s Principles of Community which states principles and values on dignity and diversity, and rejects discrimination. Pointed to library’s resources on copyright (reinforce information available and taught in the library)Highlight again “free of bias and hate” looking for constructive dialogue but still mindful that would be in the library, which we emphasis as a place that is welcomed to all.Finally, we wanted to again point to library resources – Digital media, tech lending program, and digital collections has all the student newspapers digitized, and other collections that we digitized for the university’s 50th anniversary.Jotform - students filled out form, which became object’s metadata (title, date, description, bio, etc.); upload pdf or image of the creative workPartnered with faculty/lecturers & We received over 200 submissions.2016-2017: While a few submissions were gathered through general marketing, a majority came from collaborations with two courses:VIS 105A: DrawingCulture, Art, and Technology (CAT) 1: Migration Narratives in the Sixth College writing programThe faculty members, Katie Herzog and Amanda Solomon, integrated submitting to the archive into their courses final assignments.For CAT 1: Migration Narratives, in addition to thinking about how they view the current campus climate, they also responded to the fourth chapter of Angela Kong's dissertation, "Re-examining Diversity Policy at University of California, San Diego: The Racial Politics of Asian Americans".Image: blog post marketinghttps://libraries.ucsd.edu/blogs/blog/howucit/



Photos by Kirk Wang 2017

Historical 
Narrative

Current Reflections:
Student Perspectives

Real-time 
Feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exhibit Feb-Mar 2017 in the Library with selection of the submissionsThe purpose of this project is to provide the narrative of UC San Diego’s history of student activism to foster and contextualize a conversation about the ways students experience UC San Diego’s campus climate. The living archive format can be used to support, document, and engage social movements in any community by presenting an historical narrative, featuring community perspectives through all manner of creative work, and including in-the-moment feedback to the theme, event, or topic. A way for libraries to bridge formats to where all is collected and presented together to establish a particular narrative. Timeline by decade: highlight major events regarding student activism throughout UCSD’s history; focus not just on moments of conflict but also progress (creation of cultural centers, Principles of Community); used direct quotes from Student NewspapersReal-time feedback include everything



Timeline for Initial 2017 Exhibit

February 1, 2017

Call for submissions
Sept - Dec 2016

Physical Exhibit Planning

Online Collection Planning

May - Aug 2016

Submission Review
Mid Nov 2016 - Jan 2017

Online Collection re-planning
December 2016

Launch physical exhibit
& online collection

“From Crisis to Change: The Student 
Experience & Activism on Campus” panel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Started planning 9 months out for the initial exhibitAlso had to consider busy start to the Fall Quarter and HolidaysOpening panel that complemented the exhibit and online collection - former students and faculty that were currently or previously involved in student activism on campus 



"They .. 

By Cleo Nettles 

They uy to place me in a bo."t 

They rry to it'll Dle their ihoughts 

Tbcy tr)· to gel me to 5ee JI !heir Wi)" 

They uy to tell me what to say 

They tty to m;ake me less than, 

But not by wonk, but b)' 

Passit•e aggreuive acts, mn 

The:y~cre.am.Trumpdtis, Trumpth::n 

Trying to go bic.k to \\'C..ri:ng KKK bats 

They don't w.rn brown 

They don't 'llt411t bbck 

The)· don't w.mt Ml)thm.g ihat's OOL. 

N,..,·tt mmd. sc.ratc.b that. 

They remIDd me that l ~ not I.Ike them. 

lbey mite it m chalk as ifl ac.ruali}' care a.bout, them. 

Black, Brot\.11, Yellow, Green 

Na m..attcr tl.'h.11 ya1.1 say your war& dori't tut't ine:tr1-ing 

Y®~lry tobe.p.s:>1\·e 

You can Uy to make me quit 

But we ARE tile maJonty 

And ya'll ain't s..,.t 

Title 

UCMe5eein,;i lt 

Subject 

UC ME SEEING IT 

Ruoy.s (Lulu) Li is a studio 4rt minor student at UCSD. Mljorin11 in Biod1emfmyand being ir.llO!'l!"d in t~ scientfflc: rese,uc:h, her ~k:s; sMlWa 
1uooy desi1e to experiment lli! rietyof materials<Jnd incoipor<Jte~ both art and SllM a~pec ts . Col¥ ,snd mil ed medi4 <Jr e the two art forrm 
inwhichshefind.lf<J~iMtin,;iand!>lltisfyingdoin~ 

Description 

After iDefldin,;i almost four ye,mstudyin-;i and livi n11 at UCSD, Lulu Li inde:r1ted to capture au tile ardlitemnl ~,;ihlights on campus in thi.s 
piece. Most of them a,e recognizable Stll6rt Collection sud, a:; lie\W:inson Bear, Fallen St<1r, and Sun God. She<J~ conveys d lUbtle mes.!>11~ 
respoodin,;i tot~ anti-Mexican immigrant graffiti that -.w.s unfoi tunately found on G111"9US byinc:ludITTg image of C~ar Ch.illl!'z. a civil rights 
<JUiYi~t leader, v.!ikh w,r; oi igir.all~ from the Petn-!iOO Hall mur<1L 

creator 

Ruoyu(Lulu) LI 

Date 

Files 

Collection 

Citation 

Ruoyu (Lu!u) Lt -uc Me 5eei~ It," TeliUsHowUC/tA/JwngAtchive, acce!.Sed 
April26, 2019, Mtps://(j br<Jry,ucsd.edu/teUusliowucit/iterns/sllow/2087. 

t 1 1C-Flll"\. 

i)'l"~tl,,itl' ' tPH~~ilU• 

: ... rc:r .,.. ,.L llf-O 

,. ~..., 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project approaches/includes critical librarianship: thinking about whose voices are represented in collections/archives; how libraries and librarians aren’t neutral and engage in and support social movements in their communities  Student voice have limited representation in our University Archives; exists in student newspapers but limited in structure/format (just quotes)Cultural change for the LibraryNot a typical role for our Library to seek out submissions, gather student work, and engage at that level, so we had to be thoughtful about providing updates and sharing the vision.We presented the concept but did not have enough information to go through the digital project proposal process. We didn't know how many or what type of submissions we might receive.  Made it challenging but also pushed us to work together across library programs with various expertise and technical skills. Submissions vary from the very passionate to the i-don't-care. Framing as “campus climate” allowed for a range of voices, some critical and others celebratory. College is often the first opportunity for individuals to live and be exposed to other cultures.Also had the option to remain anonymous.Images:Kim Luong, “UC Socially Divided?,” Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive, accessed April 26, 2019, https://library.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit/items/show/2071.Kaitlyn Ritchey, “Mixed Messages,” Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive, accessed April 26, 2019, https://library.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit/items/show/2067.Connie Mach, “That One Library,” Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive, accessed April 26, 2019, https://library.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit/items/show/2043.Anonymous, “Loss of Identity,” Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive, accessed April 26, 2019, https://library.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit/items/show/2016.Anonymous, “The Asian American Experience,” Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive, accessed April 26, 2019, https://library.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit/items/show/1989.Ruoyu (Lulu) Li, “UC Me Seeing It,” Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive, accessed April 26, 2019, https://library.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit/items/show/2087. Nathanael See, “Stuck in the middle,” Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive, accessed April 26, 2019, https://library.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit/items/show/2080. 



Considering Context

Project STAND 
(STudent Activism Now Documented)

Digital Public Library of AmericaCalisphereUC San Diego Library Digital Collections

Omeka

AN IN'TlJUIRllATION OF IETHNK UNITY AT lH£ UHIVUSIT'I' OF C/dJo.lNIA. SAN 01[«.0 

o,arr,._ eo1.LEcnONs UC San Diego 

Search~~a,.., -

~ 
(ALI SPt,lEAI: 

The deeper you look, the more you' ll d i5,covec. 

-- ........ _ 

'"'L.;INT<'l!. • 1'r-•pu>i:.i .. ,~-f""'1~-•,..,. :r1~--
1"dlft, IC"~ 'frl.O.t.w.c,~•1!i0.000~•t ,.ti.. .... ,c,;,o,~1-.ec::..trure, 

~ ~f-1, h7 · 
l-.A~~~ 

Jc n L~ 

lrrl"rittrNlll).'llnlllA'.l'h.-,:,nSt..i11P~!fllbn.11t,ot1l('l[fo,1r111lk>nlootli)touflr 1:m .. uon"• 

'"'""""' 

.,,,,. fll:lli>'IO 

... _ .. __ .. ..,_. __ __ _________ ... 
----·-... ---· •- .:.·:_----

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Majority of pieces will stand on their own, but for some context will be important.Tried to present thoughtfully and mindful of greater context.  However hard to do with some objects, Ex: “Interpretation of ethnic unity” - chartHow does this translate online?creating the content rather than waiting for content to come to uswe have a role and position with resources and know-how to do thishad to be thoughtful in presentation didn't have the right platform, but had the drive; Omeka easy to stand-up, hard to maintain  Omeka met with most of our requirements: landing pages, visual, commenting,Omeka has not been ideal (issues with navigation, searching, everything takes a plugin and plugins aren’t well-maintained)Google analytics - users are going to site, and not going deeper > fix home page but need programmer to do more, navigation, search, etc.Using Exhibit features to provide a lot of context in OmekaWill need to consider what needs to travel with the object as it gets aggregated, e.g. tagged which submission came from a class assignment, so might need to add a note with more information about the course description for those objects.Established in fall 2016, Project STAND (STudent Activism Now Documented) is a nationwide consortium of more than 40 colleges and universities that is creating an online hub to heighten access to digital and analog archival and historical collections documenting student activism. Recently received IMLS grant to fund 4 symposiums across the country - one was recently held in Atlanta, upcoming in Rhode Island, next Chicago, and finally Arizona State University



A LIVING ARCHIVE 
.OR STUDEN T AC1lV[Sl,1 Al UC SAtl Di EGO 

-+HE OURSTORY 
OTHER PROJECTS 

To fosrer and conte.xruMize comersations regarding incidents targeting specific underrepresented groups on our campus, the UC San Diego Library created a 

Irving archive. 

It 1s an alterna,ive way to highlight a,vareness, provra·e a space for dialogue, preserve and document rhe evenrs related ro student activism at UC San Diego, 

The IM ng ardlive began with tile Tell Us How UC II project. 

You can beg in by viewing OUR STORY above, which has a descr iption of the project, or view ea ch sect ion individually below. 

A HISTORY 

Presents e'o' erm ,m d im:idents from UC 
Sein Diego's hisrary (a d in -s:om~ Gi:-:e;; , 

hi-rtory in .g:eri era I) t hcit affecte the 
ir,3m pus climate for stud ents in such a 
v.·~1• thac t hey w2re c-o mp:elled to .act or 

react. 

\ ~ElN TIM ELIN E 

STUDENT PERSPECTIVES 

Creative v•a rks by students, d uring t he 
time c,f th : project.. ct. at offer an in-the

moment expression of ciomm nity 
:sem iment s and e:c::periences .. 

1/IEIN CREATIVE WORK 

EXHIBIT FEEDBACK 

where~ presening rec l-tirn 2 
r~:.ponses al 101.vs re : ctions: of th~ pe1st 

t o c,:nv>:rge-with vital : xpressic-ns of 
current s : mim: m. 

\ ~EW FEED BACK 

THE PHYSICAL EXHIBIT 

fo rmer st•J enc activi:m 'Mio still work 
on camp us, a nd mc.t eria ls from the 

su sequ: ~c v.orlGho , From Crisis to 
Ch 3 _: ; 1-fow to 0-rgc ni2.: For Acti'J!n. 

l,~E'W -i, E :Xr !BIT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Revamping the website by migrating from Omeka to Knit (Digital Commons in a Box, wordpress based tool); digital objects will be ingested into the Library’s digital collections website. Look into adding more features.It’s been work to carry it forward because it is more of a passion project and not a designated part of the job descriptions for the core working group. Do what you can as you can. We did the 2017 exhibit and then there has been periodic one-shot classes and collaborations. We did another exhibit and film series earlier this year. Plan to work with different student groups in the future.



A Critical Perspective
● Understanding of context/need

● Constraints

● Goals

● A team

● Collaborative design process

● Creative path for procurement

● Flexible implementation plan

● Communications plan

● Funding

● Measurement + evaluation

● Stewardship/Maintenance plan

● Follow-up

Ingredients for Success

--

-

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So Cristela covered how our project itself has offered a perspective on critical librarianship and operating with a social justice lens. But we also wanted to dive deeper and dissect the project to determine where else this critical frame might be present. A year ago, I came across this book called “Tactical Urbanism for Librarians: Quick, Low-Cost Ways to Make Big Changes. This was after the initial project exhibit was completed and we were starting to see the ripples of its effects. And this book really hit home for me. For me, a large part of being critical is to break down these structures and barriers that uphold an unequal environment. Part of the summary of this book reads: “Tactical urbanism, a global grassroots movement to improve cities by and for the people who live in them, has applications that are tailor made for libraries.”The reason why this book was so transformative for me is because within the components of this movement, I saw elements of our project plan. We accidentally created our project in a way that aligns with this movement that seeks to “improve cities by and for the people who live in them…”One of the areas in which it can be seen is in the book’s “ingredients for success.” Understanding of context/need: Cristela spoke about why we even started the project. It came from sentiments that were spoken about on campus. Constraints, Goals, A team: we formed this team and the first things we did was talk about what we wanted, what might be a factor that it wouldn’t happen. Collaborative design process, creative path for procurement, communications plan: we all met with each other regularly to discuss how this could come into being, but we also pulled in some influential and knowledgeable people on campus. We also came up with creative ways to design and communicate our project so that it didn’t hit the barriers that might be put up. I used to say that we found ways around things, but I think that pulls up short of what we actually did. We were very strategic about language, who we got involved in the project and when…Flexible implementation plan and funding: from the beginning, we planned with the idea that we would use resources we already had and we would need to be flexible in case things came upMeasurement & evaluation, Stewardship/maintenance plan, follow-up: We are now in this stage, thinking through where we’d like this to go based on the interest that has come up from others on campus



A Critical Perspective

● Community/Political support

○ Align with community context/need 

● Agency leader support

○ Align with institutional and library 
mission, vision, and goals

● Collaborative process

○ Buy-in 

○ Engage stakeholders early

A Climate to Support 
Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another element that stood out from this book was how to create a climate to support change; how to create your climate of support. Again, it turned out that we had some of these elements as well:Once again, and it bears repeating because it is so essential to a project like this, align with the community, so align with a community contact or headAgency leader support: For us, we aligned our project with our institutional and library mission, vision, and goals. The project started as something a course was using and it was built into their assignment, which instruction is something we do. I was actually a temporary instruction librarian when I started the project, so it was in line with my job responsibilities. Then when I became a subject librarian, not only could I align it with instruction, but also it became an outreach tool, so it didn’t matter if it was specifically my departments or not. Now, we found out recently, on our campus, each unit is required to produce a report on what they’re doing to support the campus EDI goals and our UL used our project as an example. So now it’s firmly a part of that library goal, which offers us some stability and support. We plan to use that soon to level up. Lastly, the collaborative process: do this early and often to gain buy-in across the institution. It’s also incredibly important to communicate with others in a way they understand and a way that matters to them. That takes some time and research into what their goals might be. 



A Critical Perspective
ITERATIVE PROJECT DELIVERY 

s chart illust.rates the 
progression ol an lteratwe 
approach to project delwe,y. 
Though not all projects need 
to follow this ex;act modet it 
can be helpful to ,;ee how each 
project phase build$ tawords 

the next, using incremental 
steps to deliver a capital project 
intended to o-e.it lasting 

ch.Inge. 

Project Type 
(lime interval • relative cosl) 

Project Leaders 

Permission Status 

Mat,uials 

Public Involvement 

Flexibility of Design 

Collect data to refine 
approach for current or 
future projects? 

Government f organizational 
leadership • im,olvement 

required 

Always sanctioned 

Relatively low-cost, but ~m;
durable materials 

Public lnpu~ duimpion 

engagment.govemment / 
~nizational stew-drdship 

High; org.mizers expect project 
to be adjusted; i L may be ,.,... 

moved if it docs not meet goals 

Government/ organizational 
leadership •• involvement 

required 

Always sanctioned 

Low·moderote wst m;;teri~ls, 
designed to balance flexibltity 

with mainten~nce needs 

Public input, 
go~mment / org.,nization.11 

stewardship 

Moderate; organi7.l!rs ~ 
project to be adjusted, but it 

is intended to remain in place 
unlil capital upgrades are 

________ possible _____ __ 

(s years • 50 years · $$$$) 

Go11<2rnment / organizational 
leadership + in,;olvement 

required 
Always sanctioned 

High-cost 
p,esrmanent materials that 
cannot easily be adjum:d 

Public input, 
government/ organilational 

stewardship 

Low: project is co~icfered a 
pennanent capital upgrade that 
is unl1oely to be adjusted signifi 

cantly once Installed 

Always - project performance 
can inform future investments 

lemisand diagram format based on f>eop/efonlikes "Quick Builds for Ber.re, 51.ree~" wllich defines the pt/al/interim time int.e,va/s ilOO't'e as "quick 
bw1d" omiecrs fo acce-ss Ouict lluild< (o, B,,r.ter Streel<: lrlsi~ bitlvAJvicklluildsl?eooll Omsf'f'S .= Pwrs\ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, there’s the way we rolled out the project. In Tactical Urbanism, the iterative approach can be key and it just so happens that this is the approach we took. Demonstration: In the first few days and months, we were unsure as the project took shape. It was very flexible because we had to be ready for any challenges that might come. We also had to create proposals and run it by many people. Collecting data to refine the approach - in the very beginning, I set up an extensive project page where I kept track of everything, we had task lists, who we contacted and their contact information. I wanted it all documented in case any barriers presented themselves. I also kept emails from folks who gave us permissions for things and those who emailed any support of the project. Pilot: then we started to gain a lot of momentum by saying that this project had a beginning and an end goal, which was the exhibit and panel. We regularly called it a pilot. It was low-cost, we used resources we already had (a digital exhibit platform, we had a poster printer and paper), so those are also semi-durable things we created that could last after the pilot. We started to gain champions in the courses we worked with and the campus folks who helped out.  Interim Design: Now we are in the interim design phase. It’s been 2 years since that first exhibit and we’re becoming a part of more courses, so we have a semi system of operation now where we lend out the timeline banners and we updated the timeline to the current year and try to match the exhibit to whatever community event we’re a part of. Long-term: is what we’re working towards. We’re redoing our website to be more user friendly, we’re ingesting the collection into our digital collections rather than just on the collection site. We are also thinking about more durable paper for the banners and again, now that it’s aligned with our library’s EDI initiatives, how we can use that to get more funding, etc. 



A FOCUS 
ON PARTNERSHIPS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tamara: Lastly, the piece that we really wanted to highlight in thinking about how our project aligns with critical thinking of librarianship is our partnerships and show how being this frame was really crucial to our project thriving. 



Root your project 
in community need. #1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cristela#1. Make sure the project has roots in something relevantCommunity/user-specific need -driven project based on what was happening on campusAlso tied in current political atmosphere and there were courses being taught around issues of social justice and activism



Cultivate collaborations 
and coalitions.#2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cristela#2. Nothing will happen if no collaboration and coalition building:Initial partnerships - CAT course-related, initial advisor (long-term faculty)Put out seeds to other subject librarians, blogVisArts course Panel and bringing together various folks and reached different communities on campus



Reap the rewards 
of intentionality.#3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TamaraBecause we were intentional with our collaborations and coalitions, so many more opportunities came out of it.UCSA workshopA panel of former student activists, who now work on campus, accompanied the opening of the exhibit.Responding to concerns expressed by students who attended the panel discussion, the project partnered with the Organizing Director of the University of California Student Association to host a workshop entitled “From Crisis to Change: How to Organize for Action” for the Teaching + Learning Commons’ Supporting Leadership in Innovation, Creativity and Entrepreneurship (SLICE)More classes have integrated the Living Archive exhibit into their assignments.2 Anthropology courses - one was Black Lives Matter where we discussed the difficulty of finding informationThe timeline was included in Resident Advisor training for TMC.The timeline was used in the Anthropology Department’s Teaching Assistant training to prepare them to teach Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion courses.The Triton, a student newspaper, reviewed the exhibit.Since February 2017, the online archive has received over 7,900 individual page views.Tell Us How UC It was mentioned in American Libraries, and in an article in the Journal of American Ethnic HistoryThis kind of acknowledgement from outside groups also provides legitimacy to the project.



#4 Branch out 
for further growth.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And now we’re taking those rewards from that intentionality and we’re branching the project out. We just did an exhibit in collaboration with the Graduate Student Association for the 75th anniversary of Brown v Board of education. We used the timeline of student activism to speak to the fact that though this landmark decision was made, there are still some inequities in education. Also, one of my departments, human developmental sciences, was celebrating the creation of the first equity and inclusion specialization for their major. So we used this same exhibit again and for the feedback piece, we engaged folks with a prompt asking how they felt about the EDI initiatives on campus. Most recently, the banners also branched out and instead of being used for RA training for one college, they were used as part of an Equity-minded training for RAs in all 6 of our colleges. 



Think Critically.

● Are there ideas or parts of this 

model that could apply at your 

institution?

● What potential collaborators 

could there be?

● What challenges do you foresee?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think/pair/share exercise



Thank you.

http://lib.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit
https://standarchives.com/

Cristela Garcia-Spitz
cgarciaspitz@ucsd.edu

Anonymous, “Diversity,” Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive,https://library.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit/items/show/2000.

Tamara Rhodes
tlrhodes@ucsd.edu
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you!All the artwork featured in the presentation is from the 2017 exhibit.The quality of the creative work by the students and the community engagement made it worthwhile project and has inspired us to do more.

http://lib.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit
https://standarchives.com/


Cristela:
As questions, conversations, and debates surrounding social justice come to the 
surface on college campuses around the country, what role do libraries play? This 
presentation will discuss a project called “Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive”.  At the 
heart of the project was the belief that in our capacity as providers of information, 
libraries can present a narrative in the hopes of informing their community, starting 
conversations, and inspiring student action. 

Tamara: 
Our project took root from the sentiments of students on our campus. Over 2 years, it 
has become an archival example for other groups on campus, it is gaining a 
reputation for being a space that captures a history of our campus, and it has grown 
into an example of how our library is making a commitment to the campus’s EDI 
initiatives. In thinking about this conference’s theme, we knew that the foundations of 
our project itself offered a critical perspective on how we document and archive 
student voices, but we also took this opportunity to think deeply through each moment 
of this project to identify why it has thrived within a space that is not only inherently 
oppressive and structurally unequal as an educational institution, but also more 
specifically so due to its history. 

Allie Pal, "Reach."Tell Us HowUC It: A LMn,:Ardlive 
htti:Jl!;l/llbr:ary.ucsd.e4ultellushQwucltlltemshow/1953. 



● In April 2016, right in the middle of the presidential campaign, as on other 
campuses, a number of Trump Chalkings appeared on the UCSD campus in 
multiple places, one of them near Raza Resource Centro, our Chicano campus 
community center.  

● As a response, the Black Graduate Student Association and the Graduate Student 
Association co-hosted a Race Relations Town Hall, which got us thinking about 
how we can support our community in this moment. 

● It was not the first time the campus was hit with racial incidents. In 2010, there 
were escalating racist incidents surrounding a fraternity party designated the 
Compton Cookout, which made national news and prompted a federal 
investigation.

● Represented “Forgotten history” - nature of college campus within a few years 
students memory of campus events often fades

● Tamara had previously written about the Living Archive concept. The published 
paper references The New School and their Occupy Wall Street living archive

● Purpose: Use The New School format for the inclusion of past and historical 
narratives with present sentiment in the form of creative expression, and then 
capture up-to-the-minute feedback and commentary as a way for libraries to bridge 
formats to where all is collected and presented together to establish a particular 
narrative. 

● Perfect for UCSD’s climate: forgotten history combined with current sentiment as a 
point of reflection and topic for discussion

Living Archive Idea: 

Rhodes, T. (2014). A living, breathing revolution: 
How libraries can use 'living archives• to support, engage, 
and document social movements. lFLA, 40(1), 5-10 



We are here as two of the four members of the Tell Us How UC It project.

Core working group: diverse backgrounds in different areas of the library, multi-
generational, different skills and perspectives

The development of the living archive required the expertise of and collaboration 
between multiple people and departments in the library and campus community.



Initial call for submissions in 2016 on Library’s blog, and used jotform/dropbox for 
submissions

“Pilot project” really experiment and “jumping in!”
Locally developed DAMS and Digital Collections website with formal project proposal 
process; this project doesn’t fit into this model; couldn’t even fill out the forms because 
didn’t know types of submission, number of submissions, etc.
Had to plan and think more about how to carry out the project

Set the parameters – highlighted two specific events, and careful about the wording, 
defined living archive, and highlighted that we were looking for submissions from ALL 
students.  We were hoping to get a range of students perspectives, not just from 
minority groups, fringe communities, or extreme perspectives

When doing these types of projects, need to think about framing, e.g. “student 
experiences related to campus climate” not racial incidents on campus, so not to 
already framing type of response

We did have some requirements – we wanted to focus on current students, original 
works, and abide by the University’s Principles of Community which states principles 
and values on dignity and diversity, and rejects discrimination. 

Pointed to library’s resources on copyright (reinforce information available and taught 

Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive 

• Library Blog ... ,_.......,. _ _._••DCS..llloeo>........,WI.,..__......,, .... 
I-, .... '----•lle!oll..,_•_,..........,.111 ... GIWl.lniiF•""' 

• Jotform + Dropbox ---· -~a....,..,..._....., __ 
_ .....,,. ........ .,....,_ ... __ ....,. ____ l.lllol,JWA ---------· _,_...,. .. .,_ 

These reoccurring events affect ALL students, underrepresented or not, and demonstrate the need for a 
conversation about student experiences related to the campus climate at UC San Diego. 

---.----..-, , oa~-....i-... ... - ... 
---........... --•liw--•flCS.0111,p. 
•ec ... D1,p-., • ......,. ... ..-. •• -,..,.......,_...,. ._ .. .....,... __ ... ___ ...,..ec.,..,-,. 
"'-.-... -.--..-......... -.... ...-.-. 
~---"'·---·· ........ _..'111,,_,t ......... -.-.. __,....,.. ... _ ........ _.,._., .. . 



in the library)

Highlight again “free of bias and hate” looking for constructive dialogue but still 
mindful that would be in the library, which we emphasis as a place that is welcomed 
to all.

Finally, we wanted to again point to library resources – Digital media, tech lending 
program, and digital collections has all the student newspapers digitized, and other 
collections that we digitized for the university’s 50th anniversary.

Jotform - students filled out form, which became object’s metadata (title, date, 
description, bio, etc.); upload pdf or image of the creative work

Partnered with faculty/lecturers & We received over 200 submissions.

2016-2017: While a few submissions were gathered through general marketing, a 
majority came from collaborations with two courses:

● VIS 105A: Drawing
● Culture, Art, and Technology (CAT) 1: Migration Narratives in the Sixth 

College writing program

The faculty members, Katie Herzog and Amanda Solomon, integrated submitting to 
the archive into their courses final assignments.
For CAT 1: Migration Narratives, in addition to thinking about how they view the 
current campus climate, they also responded to the fourth chapter of Angela Kong's 
dissertation, "Re-examining Diversity Policy at University of California, San Diego: 
The Racial Politics of Asian Americans".

Image: blog post marketing
https://libraries.ucsd.edu/blogs/blog/howucit/



Exhibit Feb-Mar 2017 in the Library with selection of the submissions
● The purpose of this project is to provide the narrative of UC San Diego’s 

history of student activism to foster and contextualize a conversation about the 
ways students experience UC San Diego’s campus climate. The living archive 
format can be used to support, document, and engage social movements in 
any community by presenting an historical narrative, featuring community 
perspectives through all manner of creative work, and including in-the-moment 
feedback to the theme, event, or topic. 

● A way for libraries to bridge formats to where all is collected and presented 
together to establish a particular narrative. 

● Timeline by decade: highlight major events regarding student activism 
throughout UCSD’s history; focus not just on moments of conflict but also 
progress (creation of cultural centers, Principles of Community); used direct 
quotes from Student Newspapers

● Real-time feedback include everything

Historical 
Narrative 

Current Reflections: 
Student Perspectives 

Real-time 
Feedback 



Started planning 9 months out for the initial exhibit

Also had to consider busy start to the Fall Quarter and Holidays

Opening panel that complemented the exhibit and online collection - former students 
and faculty that were currently or previously involved in student activism on campus

TimeUne for Initial 201 Exhibit 



Project approaches/includes critical librarianship: thinking about whose voices are 
represented in collections/archives; how libraries and librarians aren’t neutral and 
engage in and support social movements in their communities  

Student voice have limited representation in our University Archives; exists in student 
newspapers but limited in structure/format (just quotes)

Cultural change for the Library
Not a typical role for our Library to seek out submissions, gather student work, and 

engage at that level, so we had to be thoughtful about providing updates and 
sharing the vision.

We presented the concept but did not have enough information to go through the 
digital project proposal process. We didn't know how many or what type of 
submissions we might receive.  Made it challenging but also pushed us to 
work together across library programs with various expertise and technical 
skills. 

Submissions vary from the very passionate to the i-don't-care. Framing as “campus 
climate” allowed for a range of voices, some critical and others celebratory. College is 
often the first opportunity for individuals to live and be exposed to other cultures.

Also had the option to remain anonymous.

----__, _____ _ 
.,lg ....... .... ..,.,... ..... .... .................. -----------.... 
.._ ____ _ 
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Images:

Kim Luong, “UC Socially Divided?,” Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive, accessed 
April 26, 2019, https://library.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit/items/show/2071.

Kaitlyn Ritchey, “Mixed Messages,” Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive, accessed 
April 26, 2019, https://library.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit/items/show/2067.

Connie Mach, “That One Library,” Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive, accessed 
April 26, 2019, https://library.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit/items/show/2043.

Anonymous, “Loss of Identity,” Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive, accessed April 
26, 2019, https://library.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit/items/show/2016.

Anonymous, “The Asian American Experience,” Tell Us How UC It: A Living 
Archive, accessed April 26, 2019, 
https://library.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit/items/show/1989.

Ruoyu (Lulu) Li, “UC Me Seeing It,” Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive, accessed 
April 26, 2019, https://library.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit/items/show/2087. 

Nathanael See, “Stuck in the middle,” Tell Us How UC It: A Living Archive, 
accessed April 26, 2019, 
https://library.ucsd.edu/tellushowucit/items/show/2080. 



Majority of pieces will stand on their own, but for some context will be important.

Tried to present thoughtfully and mindful of greater context.  
However hard to do with some objects, Ex: “Interpretation of ethnic unity” - chart

How does this translate online?
creating the content rather than waiting for content to come to us
we have a role and position with resources and know-how to do this
had to be thoughtful in presentation 
didn't have the right platform, but had the drive; 

Omeka easy to stand-up, hard to maintain  
Omeka met with most of our requirements: landing pages, visual, commenting,
Omeka has not been ideal (issues with navigation, searching, everything takes a 
plugin and plugins aren’t well-maintained)

Google analytics - users are going to site, and not going deeper > fix home page but 
need programmer to do more, navigation, search, etc.

Using Exhibit features to provide a lot of context in Omeka
Will need to consider what needs to travel with the object as it gets aggregated, e.g. 
tagged which submission came from a class assignment, so might need to add a note 
with more information about the course description for those objects.

Considering Context 



Established in fall 2016, Project STAND (STudent Activism Now Documented) is a 
nationwide consortium of more than 40 colleges and universities that is creating an 
online hub to heighten access to digital and analog archival and historical collections 
documenting student activism. 
Recently received IMLS grant to fund 4 symposiums across the country - one was 
recently held in Atlanta, upcoming in Rhode Island, next Chicago, and finally Arizona 
State University



Revamping the website by migrating from Omeka to Knit (Digital Commons in a Box, 
wordpress based tool); digital objects will be ingested into the Library’s digital 
collections website. Look into adding more features.

It’s been work to carry it forward because it is more of a passion project and not a 
designated part of the job descriptions for the core working group. 

Do what you can as you can. We did the 2017 exhibit and then there has been 
periodic one-shot classes and collaborations. We did another exhibit and film series 
earlier this year. Plan to work with different student groups in the future.



So Cristela covered how our project itself has offered a perspective on critical 
librarianship and operating with a social justice lens. But we also wanted to dive 
deeper and dissect the project to determine where else this critical frame might be 
present. 

A year ago, I came across this book called “Tactical Urbanism for Librarians: Quick, 
Low-Cost Ways to Make Big Changes. This was after the initial project exhibit was 
completed and we were starting to see the ripples of its effects. And this book really 
hit home for me. For me, a large part of being critical is to break down these 
structures and barriers that uphold an unequal environment. 

Part of the summary of this book reads: “Tactical urbanism, a global grassroots 
movement to improve cities by and for the people who live in them, has applications 
that are tailor made for libraries.”

The reason why this book was so transformative for me is because within the 
components of this movement, I saw elements of our project plan. We accidentally 
created our project in a way that aligns with this movement that seeks to “improve 
cities by and for the people who live in them…”

One of the areas in which it can be seen is in the book’s “ingredients for success.” 

Understanding of context/need: Cristela spoke about why we even started the project. 

Ingredients for Success 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 



It came from sentiments that were spoken about on campus. 

Constraints, Goals, A team: we formed this team and the first things we did was talk 
about what we wanted, what might be a factor that it wouldn’t happen. 

Collaborative design process, creative path for procurement, communications plan: 
we all met with each other regularly to discuss how this could come into being, but we 
also pulled in some influential and knowledgeable people on campus. We also came 
up with creative ways to design and communicate our project so that it didn’t hit the 
barriers that might be put up. I used to say that we found ways around things, but I 
think that pulls up short of what we actually did. We were very strategic about 
language, who we got involved in the project and when…

Flexible implementation plan and funding: from the beginning, we planned with the 
idea that we would use resources we already had and we would need to be flexible in 
case things came up

Measurement & evaluation, Stewardship/maintenance plan, follow-up: We are now in 
this stage, thinking through where we’d like this to go based on the interest that has 
come up from others on campus



Another element that stood out from this book was how to create a climate to support 
change; how to create your climate of support. Again, it turned out that we had some 
of these elements as well:

● Once again, and it bears repeating because it is so essential to a project like 
this, align with the community, so align with a community contact or head

Agency leader support: For us, we aligned our project with our institutional and library 
mission, vision, and goals. The project started as something a course was using and 
it was built into their assignment, which instruction is something we do. I was actually 
a temporary instruction librarian when I started the project, so it was in line with my 
job responsibilities. Then when I became a subject librarian, not only could I align it 
with instruction, but also it became an outreach tool, so it didn’t matter if it was 
specifically my departments or not. Now, we found out recently, on our campus, each 
unit is required to produce a report on what they’re doing to support the campus EDI 
goals and our UL used our project as an example. So now it’s firmly a part of that 
library goal, which offers us some stability and support. We plan to use that soon to 
level up. 

Lastly, the collaborative process: do this early and often to gain buy-in across the 
institution. It’s also incredibly important to communicate with others in a way they 
understand and a way that matters to them. That takes some time and research into 
what their goals might be. 

A CUmate to Support 
Change 

• Community/Political support 

o Alignwithmmmunitycontext/need 

0 Allen with Institutional and llbrary 
mission, vlslon, and goals 

• Collaborative process 

o Buy-in 

o · Engage stakeholders early 



Lastly, there’s the way we rolled out the project. In Tactical Urbanism, the iterative 
approach can be key and it just so happens that this is the approach we took. 

Demonstration: In the first few days and months, we were unsure as the project took 
shape. It was very flexible because we had to be ready for any challenges that might 
come. We also had to create proposals and run it by many people. Collecting data to 
refine the approach - in the very beginning, I set up an extensive project page where I 
kept track of everything, we had task lists, who we contacted and their contact 
information. I wanted it all documented in case any barriers presented themselves. I 
also kept emails from folks who gave us permissions for things and those who 
emailed any support of the project. 

Pilot: then we started to gain a lot of momentum by saying that this project had a 
beginning and an end goal, which was the exhibit and panel. We regularly called it a 
pilot. It was low-cost, we used resources we already had (a digital exhibit platform, we 
had a poster printer and paper), so those are also semi-durable things we created 
that could last after the pilot. We started to gain champions in the courses we worked 
with and the campus folks who helped out.  

Interim Design: Now we are in the interim design phase. It’s been 2 years since that 

rspective 

ITERATIVE PROJECT DELIVERY 



first exhibit and we’re becoming a part of more courses, so we have a semi system of 
operation now where we lend out the timeline banners and we updated the timeline to 
the current year and try to match the exhibit to whatever community event we’re a part 
of. 

Long-term: is what we’re working towards. We’re redoing our website to be more user 
friendly, we’re ingesting the collection into our digital collections rather than just on 
the collection site. We are also thinking about more durable paper for the banners and 
again, now that it’s aligned with our library’s EDI initiatives, how we can use that to 
get more funding, etc. 



Tamara: 
Lastly, the piece that we really wanted to highlight in thinking about how our project 
aligns with critical thinking of librarianship is our partnerships and show how being 
this frame was really crucial to our project thriving. 



Cristela

#1. Make sure the project has roots in something relevant
Community/user-specific need -driven project based on what was happening on 
campus
Also tied in current political atmosphere and there were courses being taught around 
issues of social justice and activism



Cristela

#2. Nothing will happen if no collaboration and coalition building:
● Initial partnerships - CAT course-related, initial advisor (long-term faculty)

○ Put out seeds to other subject librarians, blog
■ VisArts course 

○ Panel and bringing together various folks and reached different 
communities on campus

Cultivate collaborations 
and coalitions. 



Tamara
Because we were intentional with our collaborations and coalitions, so many more 
opportunities came out of it.
● UCSA workshop

○ A panel of former student activists, who now work on campus, accompanied the 
opening of the exhibit.

○ Responding to concerns expressed by students who attended the panel discussion, 
the project partnered with the Organizing Director of the University of California 
Student Association to host a workshop entitled “From Crisis to Change: How to 
Organize for Action” for the Teaching + Learning Commons’ Supporting Leadership 
in Innovation, Creativity and Entrepreneurship (SLICE)

● More classes have integrated the Living Archive exhibit into their assignments.
○ 2 Anthropology courses - one was Black Lives Matter where we discussed the 

difficulty of finding information
● The timeline was included in Resident Advisor training for TMC.
● The timeline was used in the Anthropology Department’s Teaching Assistant training to 

prepare them to teach Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion courses.
● The Triton, a student newspaper, reviewed the exhibit.
● Since February 2017, the online archive has received over 7,900 individual page views.
● Tell Us How UC It was mentioned in American Libraries, and in an article in the Journal 

of American Ethnic History
● This kind of acknowledgement from outside groups also provides legitimacy to the 

project.



And now we’re taking those rewards from that intentionality and we’re branching the 
project out. 

● We just did an exhibit in collaboration with the Graduate Student Association 
for the 75th anniversary of Brown v Board of education. We used the timeline 
of student activism to speak to the fact that though this landmark decision was 
made, there are still some inequities in education. 

● Also, one of my departments, human developmental sciences, was 
celebrating the creation of the first equity and inclusion specialization for their 
major. So we used this same exhibit again and for the feedback piece, we 
engaged folks with a prompt asking how they felt about the EDI initiatives on 
campus. 

● Most recently, the banners also branched out and instead of being used for 
RA training for one college, they were used as part of an Equity-minded 
training for RAs in all 6 of our colleges. 



Think/pair/share exercise

• Are there ideas or parts of this 

model that could apply at your 

institution? 

hat potential collaborators 

could there be? 

• What challenges do you foresee? 



Thank you!
● All the artwork featured in the presentation is from the 2017 exhibit.
● The quality of the creative work by the students and the community 

engagement made it worthwhile project and has inspired us to do more.

Thank you. 
Tamara Rhodes Cristela Garcia-Spitz 

tlrhocles@ucsd.edu cgarciaspitz@ucsd.edu 

http://lib,ucsd.edu/tellushowucit 
https://standarcbives,com/ 
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